
3. Sew the top and bottom pieced strips together as shown below.

4. Sew quilt together as shown (see assembly on the top of page 1).
5. Quilt as desired and bind.

4.

Winter Folk table runner  
Finished size:  13” x 43”

Fabric and cutting:
  1 - 8 1/2” x 26 1/2” fussy cut 

‘Let it Snow‛ block from the 

MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.

  3/8 yard of MASF8333-B (blue

with snowflakes).  Cut 4 -2 1/2” 

strips across width of fabric.  Cut 2 1/2” strips into 58 - 2 1/2” squares.  Draw a diagonal line on the back  

strips across width of fabric.  Cut 2 1/2” strips into 58 - 2 1/2” squares.  Draw a diagonal line on the back  

of each 2 1/2” blue square.

  a fat 1/4 of both of the following:  MASF8333-E (ecru with snowfakes) and MASF18505-E (cream

poodle boucle).  From each of the fat 1/4‛s, cut 29 - 2 1/2” squares.

  3/4 yard of MASF8332-E (snowmen on cream) for backing.  Cut 2 - 13 1/2” x 22 1/4” rectangles.

  1/4 yard (NOT a fat 1/4) of MASF18506-BG (blue with black polka dots) for inner border and faux 

binding.  Cut 5 - 1 1/2” strips across width of border.  Cut 2 of the 1 1/2” strips to 42 1/2” in length, cut 

the remaining 3 - 1 1/2” strips into 2 - 26 1/2” lengths, 2 - 9 1/2” lengths, and 2 - 13 1/2” lengths.

the remaining 3 - 1 1/2” strips into 2 - 26 1/2” lengths, 2 - 9 1/2” lengths, and 2 - 13 1/2” lengths.

Layer the batting, table runner top, and pieced backing (top and 

backing right sides together - batting on the back side of the top). 

Then, using a 1/4” seam,  Sew all the way around through the 3 layers.

2.

When sewing the 2 back 

pieces together, leave an 

opening in the middle 
for turning.
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Winter FolkPanel Projects

The two projects on the first two pages are made using one MASF8330-Z Winter Folk panel.

And, the quilt on page 3 is made using one MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.

Winter Folk wall hanging  Finished size: 30” x 36“ 

Fabric and cutting:  1 - MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.  Fussy cut the large image (with the house) to 18 1/2” x 24 1/2” 

centering the image.  Fussy cut the 4 snowman blocks to 6 1/2“ centering the image.

   3/4 yard of MASF1840-J (espresso houndstooth) .  Cut 5 - 2 1/4” strips across width of fabric.

Cut 2 1/4” strips into 84 - 2 1/4” squares.  Cut 3 - 1 3/4” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 3/4” 

strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into 

strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into 

56 - 1 1/2” x 3” rectangles.
  A fat eighth of each of the following fabrics:

MASF8333-E (ecru with snowflakes), MASF8333-B (blue with

snowflakes), MASF18506-W (white with black polka dots),

MASF18505-E (ecru poodle boucle), MASF18131-K 

(grey/blue with polka dots)
From each of the first 4 fat eighths:

From each of the first 4 fat eighths:

Cut  18 - 2 1/4” squares and 3 - 1 1/2” squares.

From the grey/blue with white polka dot fat eighth:

Cut 12 - 2 1/4” squares and 2 - 1 1/2” squares.

  1/3 yard of MASF18503-R (red houndstooth).

Cut 4 - 2 1/2” strips across width of fabric for binding.

  1 yard of MASF8332-A or E (scattered snowmen on

black or cream) for backing. 

black or cream) for backing. 
  
  
Assembly: (1/4” seam allowance)  I press all my seams open

when sewing with the ‘Woolies‛ flannels to help reduce bulk.

1.  Draw a diagonal line on the back of each of the light

2 1/4” squares.  Match each 2 1/4” light square with a 2 1/4”

espresso square, right 
sides together.  Sew a 
seam on both sides of

seam on both sides ofthe drawn diagonal line, 
1/4” away from the line.
Cut apart on drawn line, 
press, and trim sewn half square triangle block to 1 3/4”.

2.  Sew blocks together as shown below.  (14 blocks in total)

3. Sew the wall hanging together as shown above right.

4.4. Quilt as desired and bind with the red.

1 3/4”

1 
1/

2”
 x

 3
”

1 1/2”square
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Winter Folk
Panel Projects by Bonnie Sullivan

Make a quilt

or a wall hanging

and table runner

from one

Winter Folk

Flannel panel.



Winter Folk Wall Hanging finished size: 30˝ x 36˝

From the panel, fussy cut the large image
(with the house) to 18½˝ x 24½˝ centering the image.
Fussy cut the 4 snowman blocks to 6½˝ square, centering 
the images.

MASF8330-Z (1 panel)

MASF8333-E (fat eighth) 

Cut 18 - 2¼˝ squares 
and 3 - 1½˝ squares.

MASF1840-J (¾ yd)
Cut 5 - 2¼˝ x WOF (Width Of Fabric) strips, into
 84 - 2¼˝ squares.
Cut 3 - 1¾˝ x WOF strips into
 56 - 1¾˝ squares.
Cut 5 - 1½˝ x WOF strips into
 56 - 1½˝ x 3˝ rectangles.

MASF8333-B (fat eighth) 
Cut 18 - 2¼˝ squares 
and 3 - 1½˝ squares.

MASF18506-W (fat eighth) 

Cut 18 - 2¼˝ squares 
and 3 - 1½˝ squares.

MASF18505-E (fat eighth) 

Cut 18 - 2¼˝ squares 
and 3 - 1½˝ squares.
 

MASF18131-K (fat eighth) 
Cut 12 - 2¼˝ squares 
and 2 - 1½˝ squares.

MASF18503-R (1/3 yd) 

Cut 4 - 2½˝ x WOF strips 
for binding.

MASF8332-A or E (1 yd) 
for backing.

Use ¼˝ seam allowance. Press all seams open.

MASF8332-A

MASF8332-E

or

Fabrics & Cutting Instructions Assembly

1. Draw a diagonal line on the back of each of the light
2¼˝ squares. Match each 2¼˝ light square with a 2¼˝
dark brown square, right sides together. Sew a seam on 
both sides of the drawn diagonal line, ¼˝ away from the 
line. Cut apart on drawn line, press, and trim sewn half 
square triangle block to 1¾˝.

Winter Folk
Panel Projects

The two projects on the first two pages are made using one MASF8330-Z Winter Folk panel.
And, the quilt on page 3 is made using one MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.

Winter Folk wall hanging  Finished size: 30” x 36“ 
Fabric and cutting:
  1 - MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.  Fussy cut the large image (with the house) to 18 1/2” x 24 1/2” 
centering the image.  Fussy cut the 4 snowman blocks to 6 1/2“ centering the image.
   3/4 yard of MASF1840-J (espresso houndstooth) .  Cut 5 - 2 1/4” strips across width of fabric.
Cut 2 1/4” strips into 84 - 2 1/4” squares.  Cut 3 - 1 3/4” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 3/4” 
strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into 
56 - 1 1/2” x 3” rectangles.
  A fat eighth of each of the following fabrics:
MASF8333-E (ecru with snowflakes), MASF8333-B (blue with
snowflakes), MASF18506-W (white with black polka dots),
MASF18505-E (ecru poodle boucle), MASF18131-K 
(grey/blue with polka dots)
From each of the first 4 fat eighths:From each of the first 4 fat eighths:
Cut  18 - 2 1/4” squares and 3 - 1 1/2” squares.
From the grey/blue with white polka dot fat eighth:
Cut 12 - 2 1/4” squares and 2 - 1 1/2” squares.
  1/3 yard of MASF18503-R (red houndstooth).
Cut 4 - 2 1/2” strips across width of fabric for binding.
  1 yard of MASF8332-A or E (scattered snowmen on
black or cream) for backing. black or cream) for backing. 
  
  Assembly: (1/4” seam allowance)  I press all my seams open
when sewing with the ‘Woolies‛ flannels to help reduce bulk.
1.  Draw a diagonal line on the back of each of the light
2 1/4” squares.  Match each 2 1/4” light square with a 2 1/4”
espresso square, right 
sides together.  Sew a 
seam on both sides ofseam on both sides of
the drawn diagonal line, 
1/4” away from the line.
Cut apart on drawn line, 
press, and trim sewn half square triangle block to 1 3/4”.
2.  Sew blocks together as shown below.  (14 blocks in total)

3. Sew the wall hanging together as shown above right.
4.4. Quilt as desired and bind with the red.

1 3/4”
1 

1/
2”

 x
 3

”

1 1/2”
square

1.

2. Sew blocks together as shown below. (14 blocks in 
total). At this point the blocks should measure 6½˝ 
square.

Winter Folk
Panel Projects

The two projects on the first two pages are made using one MASF8330-Z Winter Folk panel.
And, the quilt on page 3 is made using one MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.

Winter Folk wall hanging  Finished size: 30” x 36“ 
Fabric and cutting:
  1 - MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.  Fussy cut the large image (with the house) to 18 1/2” x 24 1/2” 
centering the image.  Fussy cut the 4 snowman blocks to 6 1/2“ centering the image.
   3/4 yard of MASF1840-J (espresso houndstooth) .  Cut 5 - 2 1/4” strips across width of fabric.
Cut 2 1/4” strips into 84 - 2 1/4” squares.  Cut 3 - 1 3/4” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 3/4” 
strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into 
56 - 1 1/2” x 3” rectangles.
  A fat eighth of each of the following fabrics:
MASF8333-E (ecru with snowflakes), MASF8333-B (blue with
snowflakes), MASF18506-W (white with black polka dots),
MASF18505-E (ecru poodle boucle), MASF18131-K 
(grey/blue with polka dots)
From each of the first 4 fat eighths:From each of the first 4 fat eighths:
Cut  18 - 2 1/4” squares and 3 - 1 1/2” squares.
From the grey/blue with white polka dot fat eighth:
Cut 12 - 2 1/4” squares and 2 - 1 1/2” squares.
  1/3 yard of MASF18503-R (red houndstooth).
Cut 4 - 2 1/2” strips across width of fabric for binding.
  1 yard of MASF8332-A or E (scattered snowmen on
black or cream) for backing. black or cream) for backing. 
  
  Assembly: (1/4” seam allowance)  I press all my seams open
when sewing with the ‘Woolies‛ flannels to help reduce bulk.
1.  Draw a diagonal line on the back of each of the light
2 1/4” squares.  Match each 2 1/4” light square with a 2 1/4”
espresso square, right 
sides together.  Sew a 
seam on both sides ofseam on both sides of
the drawn diagonal line, 
1/4” away from the line.
Cut apart on drawn line, 
press, and trim sewn half square triangle block to 1 3/4”.
2.  Sew blocks together as shown below.  (14 blocks in total)

3. Sew the wall hanging together as shown above right.
4.4. Quilt as desired and bind with the red.
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”
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Winter Folk
Panel Projects

The two projects on the first two pages are made using one MASF8330-Z Winter Folk panel.
And, the quilt on page 3 is made using one MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.

Winter Folk wall hanging  Finished size: 30” x 36“ 
Fabric and cutting:
  1 - MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.  Fussy cut the large image (with the house) to 18 1/2” x 24 1/2” 
centering the image.  Fussy cut the 4 snowman blocks to 6 1/2“ centering the image.
   3/4 yard of MASF1840-J (espresso houndstooth) .  Cut 5 - 2 1/4” strips across width of fabric.
Cut 2 1/4” strips into 84 - 2 1/4” squares.  Cut 3 - 1 3/4” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 3/4” 
strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into 
56 - 1 1/2” x 3” rectangles.
  A fat eighth of each of the following fabrics:
MASF8333-E (ecru with snowflakes), MASF8333-B (blue with
snowflakes), MASF18506-W (white with black polka dots),
MASF18505-E (ecru poodle boucle), MASF18131-K 
(grey/blue with polka dots)
From each of the first 4 fat eighths:From each of the first 4 fat eighths:
Cut  18 - 2 1/4” squares and 3 - 1 1/2” squares.
From the grey/blue with white polka dot fat eighth:
Cut 12 - 2 1/4” squares and 2 - 1 1/2” squares.
  1/3 yard of MASF18503-R (red houndstooth).
Cut 4 - 2 1/2” strips across width of fabric for binding.
  1 yard of MASF8332-A or E (scattered snowmen on
black or cream) for backing. black or cream) for backing. 
  
  Assembly: (1/4” seam allowance)  I press all my seams open
when sewing with the ‘Woolies‛ flannels to help reduce bulk.
1.  Draw a diagonal line on the back of each of the light
2 1/4” squares.  Match each 2 1/4” light square with a 2 1/4”
espresso square, right 
sides together.  Sew a 
seam on both sides ofseam on both sides of
the drawn diagonal line, 
1/4” away from the line.
Cut apart on drawn line, 
press, and trim sewn half square triangle block to 1 3/4”.
2.  Sew blocks together as shown below.  (14 blocks in total)

3. Sew the wall hanging together as shown above right.
4.4. Quilt as desired and bind with the red.
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Winter Folk
Panel Projects

The two projects on the first two pages are made using one MASF8330-Z Winter Folk panel.
And, the quilt on page 3 is made using one MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.

Winter Folk wall hanging  Finished size: 30” x 36“ 
Fabric and cutting:
  1 - MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.  Fussy cut the large image (with the house) to 18 1/2” x 24 1/2” 
centering the image.  Fussy cut the 4 snowman blocks to 6 1/2“ centering the image.
   3/4 yard of MASF1840-J (espresso houndstooth) .  Cut 5 - 2 1/4” strips across width of fabric.
Cut 2 1/4” strips into 84 - 2 1/4” squares.  Cut 3 - 1 3/4” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 3/4” 
strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into 
56 - 1 1/2” x 3” rectangles.
  A fat eighth of each of the following fabrics:
MASF8333-E (ecru with snowflakes), MASF8333-B (blue with
snowflakes), MASF18506-W (white with black polka dots),
MASF18505-E (ecru poodle boucle), MASF18131-K 
(grey/blue with polka dots)
From each of the first 4 fat eighths:From each of the first 4 fat eighths:
Cut  18 - 2 1/4” squares and 3 - 1 1/2” squares.
From the grey/blue with white polka dot fat eighth:
Cut 12 - 2 1/4” squares and 2 - 1 1/2” squares.
  1/3 yard of MASF18503-R (red houndstooth).
Cut 4 - 2 1/2” strips across width of fabric for binding.
  1 yard of MASF8332-A or E (scattered snowmen on
black or cream) for backing. black or cream) for backing. 
  
  Assembly: (1/4” seam allowance)  I press all my seams open
when sewing with the ‘Woolies‛ flannels to help reduce bulk.
1.  Draw a diagonal line on the back of each of the light
2 1/4” squares.  Match each 2 1/4” light square with a 2 1/4”
espresso square, right 
sides together.  Sew a 
seam on both sides ofseam on both sides of
the drawn diagonal line, 
1/4” away from the line.
Cut apart on drawn line, 
press, and trim sewn half square triangle block to 1 3/4”.
2.  Sew blocks together as shown below.  (14 blocks in total)

3. Sew the wall hanging together as shown above right.
4.4. Quilt as desired and bind with the red.
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”
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3. Sew the wall hanging together as shown 
below.

Winter Folk
Panel Projects

The two projects on the first two pages are made using one MASF8330-Z Winter Folk panel.
And, the quilt on page 3 is made using one MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.

Winter Folk wall hanging  Finished size: 30” x 36“ 
Fabric and cutting:
  1 - MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.  Fussy cut the large image (with the house) to 18 1/2” x 24 1/2” 
centering the image.  Fussy cut the 4 snowman blocks to 6 1/2“ centering the image.
   3/4 yard of MASF1840-J (espresso houndstooth) .  Cut 5 - 2 1/4” strips across width of fabric.
Cut 2 1/4” strips into 84 - 2 1/4” squares.  Cut 3 - 1 3/4” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 3/4” 
strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into 
56 - 1 1/2” x 3” rectangles.
  A fat eighth of each of the following fabrics:
MASF8333-E (ecru with snowflakes), MASF8333-B (blue with
snowflakes), MASF18506-W (white with black polka dots),
MASF18505-E (ecru poodle boucle), MASF18131-K 
(grey/blue with polka dots)
From each of the first 4 fat eighths:From each of the first 4 fat eighths:
Cut  18 - 2 1/4” squares and 3 - 1 1/2” squares.
From the grey/blue with white polka dot fat eighth:
Cut 12 - 2 1/4” squares and 2 - 1 1/2” squares.
  1/3 yard of MASF18503-R (red houndstooth).
Cut 4 - 2 1/2” strips across width of fabric for binding.
  1 yard of MASF8332-A or E (scattered snowmen on
black or cream) for backing. black or cream) for backing. 
  
  Assembly: (1/4” seam allowance)  I press all my seams open
when sewing with the ‘Woolies‛ flannels to help reduce bulk.
1.  Draw a diagonal line on the back of each of the light
2 1/4” squares.  Match each 2 1/4” light square with a 2 1/4”
espresso square, right 
sides together.  Sew a 
seam on both sides ofseam on both sides of
the drawn diagonal line, 
1/4” away from the line.
Cut apart on drawn line, 
press, and trim sewn half square triangle block to 1 3/4”.
2.  Sew blocks together as shown below.  (14 blocks in total)

3. Sew the wall hanging together as shown above right.
4.4. Quilt as desired and bind with the red.
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”
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1.

4. Quilt as desired and bind with the red 
fabric.
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MASF8330-Z (1 panel)

From the panel, fussy cut the "Let it Snow" block 
to 8½˝ x 26½˝ centering the image.

Winter Folk Table Runner finished size: 13˝ x 43˝

MASF8333-E (fat quarter)
Cut 29 - 2½˝ squares.

MASF18505-E (fat quarter)
Cut 29 - 2½˝ squares.

Assembly (Use a ¼"seam allowance unless otherwise indicated)

MASF8333-B (3/8 yard)
Cut 4 -2½˝ x WOF strips, into
 58 - 2½˝ squares.
Draw a diagonal line on the back of each 
2½˝ blue square.

MASF8332-E (¾ yard, for backing)
Cut 2 - 13½˝ x 22¼˝ rectangles.

MASF18506-BG (¼ yard NOT a fat quarter, 
for inner border and faux binding)
Cut 3 - 1½˝ x WOF strips, into
 2 - 1½˝ x 42½˝ strips
 2 - 1½˝ x 14½˝ strips
Cut 3 - 1˝ x WOF strips, into
 2 - 1˝ x 26½˝ strips
 2 - 1˝ x 9½˝ strips.

1. Match each 2½˝ blue snowflake square (with a drawn diagonal line on back) with a 
cream 2½˝ square, right sides together. Make half square triangle blocks by sewing on 
either side of the drawn diagonal line, ¼˝ away from line. Trim sewn and pressed half 
square triangle blocks to 2˝ square.

2. Sew table runner together as shown below.

Fabrics & Cutting Instructions

Winter Folk
Panel Projects

The two projects on the first two pages are made using one MASF8330-Z Winter Folk panel.
And, the quilt on page 3 is made using one MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.

Winter Folk wall hanging  Finished size: 30” x 36“ 
Fabric and cutting:
  1 - MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.  Fussy cut the large image (with the house) to 18 1/2” x 24 1/2” 
centering the image.  Fussy cut the 4 snowman blocks to 6 1/2“ centering the image.
   3/4 yard of MASF1840-J (espresso houndstooth) .  Cut 5 - 2 1/4” strips across width of fabric.
Cut 2 1/4” strips into 84 - 2 1/4” squares.  Cut 3 - 1 3/4” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 3/4” 
strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into strips into 56 - 1 3/4” squares.  Cut 4 - 1 1/2” strips across width of fabric.  Cut 1 1/2” strips into 
56 - 1 1/2” x 3” rectangles.
  A fat eighth of each of the following fabrics:
MASF8333-E (ecru with snowflakes), MASF8333-B (blue with
snowflakes), MASF18506-W (white with black polka dots),
MASF18505-E (ecru poodle boucle), MASF18131-K 
(grey/blue with polka dots)
From each of the first 4 fat eighths:From each of the first 4 fat eighths:
Cut  18 - 2 1/4” squares and 3 - 1 1/2” squares.
From the grey/blue with white polka dot fat eighth:
Cut 12 - 2 1/4” squares and 2 - 1 1/2” squares.
  1/3 yard of MASF18503-R (red houndstooth).
Cut 4 - 2 1/2” strips across width of fabric for binding.
  1 yard of MASF8332-A or E (scattered snowmen on
black or cream) for backing. black or cream) for backing. 
  
  Assembly: (1/4” seam allowance)  I press all my seams open
when sewing with the ‘Woolies‛ flannels to help reduce bulk.
1.  Draw a diagonal line on the back of each of the light
2 1/4” squares.  Match each 2 1/4” light square with a 2 1/4”
espresso square, right 
sides together.  Sew a 
seam on both sides ofseam on both sides of
the drawn diagonal line, 
1/4” away from the line.
Cut apart on drawn line, 
press, and trim sewn half square triangle block to 1 3/4”.
2.  Sew blocks together as shown below.  (14 blocks in total)

3. Sew the wall hanging together as shown above right.
4.4. Quilt as desired and bind with the red.
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3. Sew the two back pieces together as shown below using a 
½˝ seam and leaving an opening in the center of the back for 
turning.

Winter Folk table runner  
Finished size:  13” x 43”
Fabric and cutting:
  1 - 8 1/2” x 26 1/2” fussy cut 
‘Let it Snow‛ block from the 
MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.
  3/8 yard of MASF8333-B (blue
with snowflakes).  Cut 4 -2 1/2” 
strips across width of fabric.  Cut 2 1/2” strips into 58 - 2 1/2” squares.  Draw a diagonal line on the back  strips across width of fabric.  Cut 2 1/2” strips into 58 - 2 1/2” squares.  Draw a diagonal line on the back  
of each 2 1/2” blue square.
  a fat 1/4 of both of the following:  MASF8333-E (ecru with snowfakes) and MASF18505-E (cream
poodle boucle).  From each of the fat 1/4‛s, cut 29 - 2 1/2” squares.
  3/4 yard of MASF8332-E (snowmen on cream) for backing.  Cut 2 - 13 1/2” x 22 1/4” rectangles.
  1/4 yard (NOT a fat 1/4) of MASF18506-BG (blue with black polka dots) for inner border and faux 
binding.  Cut 5 - 1 1/2” strips across width of border.  Cut 2 of the 1 1/2” strips to 42 1/2” in length, cut 
the remaining 3 - 1 1/2” strips into 2 - 26 1/2” lengths, 2 - 9 1/2” lengths, and 2 - 13 1/2” lengths.the remaining 3 - 1 1/2” strips into 2 - 26 1/2” lengths, 2 - 9 1/2” lengths, and 2 - 13 1/2” lengths.

Layer the batting, table runner top, and pieced backing (top and 
backing right sides together - batting on the back side of the top). 

Then, using a 1/4” seam,  Sew all the way around through the 3 layers.
2.

When sewing the 2 back 
pieces together, leave an 

opening in the middle 
for turning.

1-1/2” x 42-1/2”

1-1/2” x 42-1/2”

6-1/2”
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 1
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1-1/2” x 14-1/2”

1” x 26-1/2”

1” x 26-1/2”

1”
 x

 9
-1

/2
”

1” x 9-1/2”

4. Cut a 13½˝ x 43½˝ piece of batting. Place the completed 
table runner top and pieced backing right sides together. Place 
batting on the wrong side of the table runner top. The three 
pieces should be layered together, batting first, then table run-
ner top, and finally table runner back. Using a ¼˝ seam, sew 
all the way around the 3 layers. Clip corners and turn right 
side out through the hole in the backing. Press and sew the 
opening closed.

5. Quilt as desired. I stitched in the ditch around the blue with 
black polka dots to help with the look of the faux binding.
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Winter Folk Quilt
Finished size:  44” x 52”
To make the center of this quilt, follow the
directions on page 1 to make the wall hanging
project.  Once you have sewn the center
together, here are the additional fabrics
and directions.
Additional fabric and cutting:
    1 - MASF8330-7 Winter Folk panel.
Fussy cut the remaining images from the 
panel to the following sizes: “Let it Snow”
block - 8 1/2” x 26 1/2” and the cardinal
block - 4 1/2” x 18 1/2”.
  3/4 yard of MASF18503-R (red 
houndstooth).  Cut 4 - 1 1/2“ strips across 
width of fabric for th inner border.  Cutwidth of fabric for th inner border.  Cut
1 1/2” strips into 2 - 1 1/2“ x 36 1/2” and
1 - 1 1/2“ x 32 1/2” strips.  Cut 6 - 2 1/2“
strips across width of fabric for binding.
  5/8 yard of MASF8333-B (blue with
snowflakes).  Cut 1 - 8 1/2” strips across
width of fabric.  Cut 8 1/2” strip into
2 - 8 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles, 2 - 8 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles, 
2 - 5 1/2” x 6 1/2” rectangles, and
4 - 3 1/2” squares.  Cut 4 - 2 1/2” strips
across width of fabric.  Cut 2 1/2” strips
into 60 - 2 1/2” squares.
  A fat 1/4 of each of the following:
MASF18503-G (green houndstooth), MASF18502-G (green double windowpane), MASF1841-G (green 
herringbone), and MASF18504-G (green doubleweave).  herringbone), and MASF18504-G (green doubleweave).  From the first 3 greens, cut 8 - 2 1/2” x 6 1/2” 
rectangles.  From the last green (green doubleweave), cut 6 - 2 1/2” x 6 1/2” rectangles, and 
2 - 3 1/2” x 6 1/2” rectangles.
  A fat 1/4 of MASF8333-E (ecru snowflakes).  From the fat 1/4, cut 2 - 1 1/2” x 18 1/2” strips and 
2 - 6 1/2” x 13 1/2” rectangles.
  
  
Assembly:  (1/4” seam allowance)  I press all my seams open when sewing with the ‘Woolies‛ flannels to 
help reduce bulk.
1.  After you have finished sewing the center of the quilt together (see the directions on page 1), border
the center with the 1 1/2” strips of red.
2. Draw a diagonal line on the back of the 2 1/2” and 3 1/2” squares of blue with snowflakes.  Snowball
off the corners of the 2 1/2” x 6 1/2” and 2 1/2” x 3 1/2” green rectangles as shown below.  

Then sew the side ‘tree‛ strips together as shown below.Then sew the side ‘tree‛ strips together as shown below.
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Winter Folk Quilt finished size: 44˝ x 52˝

To make the center of this quilt, follow the
directions on page 1 to make the wall hanging
project. Once you have sewn the center
together, follow the instructions below.

Additional Fabric & Cutting
MASF8330-Z (Winter Folk panel)
Fussy cut the remaining images from the
panel to the following sizes:

˝Let it Snow˝ block - 8½˝ x 26½˝

Cardinal block - 4½˝ x 18½˝

MASF18503-R (¾ yard)
    Cut 4 - 1½˝ x WOF strips, into
  2 - 1½˝ x 36½˝ strips for inner border
  2 - 1½˝ x 32½˝ strips for inner border
    Cut 6 - 2½˝ x WOF strips for binding

MASF8333-B (5/8 yard)
    Cut 1 - 8½˝ x WOF strip, into
     2 - 8½˝ x 9½˝ rectangles
     2 - 5½˝ x 6½˝ rectangles
     4 - 3½˝ squares
    Cut 4 - 2½˝ x WOF strips, into
     60 - 2½˝squares

MASF18503-G (fat quarter)
    Cut 8 - 2½˝ x 6½˝ rectangles

MASF18502-G (fat quarter)
    Cut 8 - 2½˝ x 6½˝ rectangles

MASF1841-G (fat quarter)
    Cut 8 - 2½˝ x 6½˝ rectangles

MASF18504-G (fat quarter)
    Cut 6 - 2½˝ x 6½˝ rectangles
    Cut 2 - 3½˝ x 6½˝ rectangles

MASF8333-E (fat quarter)
    Cut 2 - 1½˝ x 18½˝ strips
    Cut 2 - 6½˝ x 13½˝ rectangles

continued
next page
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Assembly ( Use ¼˝ seam allowance. Press seams open.)

1. After you have finished sewing the center of the quilt together (Winter Folk Wall Hanging instructions on 
page 1), border the center with the 1½˝ strips of red.

3. Sew the top and bottom pieced strips together as shown below.

4. Sew quilt together as shown (see assembly on the top of page 1).
5. Quilt as desired and bind.

4.

2. Draw a diagonal line on the back of the 2½˝ and 3½˝ squares of blue with snowflakes.
Snowball off the corners of the 30 - 2½˝ x 6½˝ and 2 - 3½˝ x 6½˝ green rectangles as shown below.

Then sew the side tree strips together as shown below.
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continued
next page
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3. Sew the top and bottom pieced strips together as shown below. 
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